is an emerging area of networking research that will benefit from real-world trials and testbeds. We describe a week long DTN trial carried out during the summer of 2009 in the Laponia area of Northern Sweden that involved the provision of basic email and web services to users who were 57km distant from any power or networking infrastructure. The trial validated our design and successfully demonstrated the use of email via helicoptertransported data mules. With the aim of making it easier for others to replicate this kind of trial, the hardware and software used are described in detail, as are the results of the trial. We also describe plans for an extended trial in summer 2010 in the same area.
I. INTRODUCTION
[[Text in double square brackets like this is editorial commentary to be removed/resolved as we go.]] Delay-and Disruption-Tolerant networking (DTN) [1] is an area of networking research that has grown over the last decade. [2] , [3] The Internet Research Task Force's DTN Research Group 1 has developed an architecture [4] and a number of protocols for use in networks that cannot make use of standard networking protocols. These include the Licklider Transmission Protocol (LTP) [5] (not further considered here), and the Bundle Protocol (BP), specified in RFC 5050. [6] The BP has been used in various DTN trials and tests (add some refs). One of the goals of the DTN research community is to establish how well the BP actually works in more and more realistic trials. To that end, the "Networking for communications challenged communities" (N4C) project 2 has been funded to explore how the BP, and more generally, DTN, can be used to meet the needs of real users in real testbeds, with the overall goal of the project being to establish a lasting DTN testbed that outlives the project funding. N4C started in summer 2008 and in this paper we report on the summer 2009 trials carried out in the arctic in conjunction with the 1st workshop on Extreme Networking 3 at which we presented a brief description [7] of the work reported on in detail here.
A. Outline of the paper
In the next section we briefly consider related efforts to this one, then we describe the overall setup of the summer trial and the hardware and software used. We then describe the results of the trial and lessons-learnt, and outline our plans for an extended trial in summer 2010. We finally draw some conclusions from our work in the summer 2009 trial.
Since the goal of this paper is to allow enable experimenters to either replicate, or improve upon, our work, in each section we provides references and links to detailed materials (e.g. a "bill of materials" for the hardware used). All of those materials are linked from our web site. 4 II. RELATED WORK [[We need to read these and say how they are the same or differ. If there are things from them that we should do or have done we should say so. Its ok (IMO) if we say that we didn't do foo because we didn't have time, but we might next year. I've copied local versions of most of these into the "refs" sub-directory.]]
In this section, we briefly describe other trials that resemble our trial in terms of dealing with real users in the real world. As can be seen there have not been so many of these to date, although there have been a wide range of other DTN studies and laboratory testbeds, many of which are reported on in a survey carried out as part of the N4C project. [8] The Sami Network Connectivity (SNC) project [9] was a precursor to the N4C project that established the initial interest in DTN amongst the user community described here. SNC demonstrated limited small-scale connectivity in the same region of northern Sweden beween 2006 and 2008, based on an earlier version of the BP, using a more "nomadic" approach to the type of equipment used in the experiments, and without supporting standard applications like email and web access as was done here. Some of the tests done in the SNC project were repeated as part of the initial work on N4C in 2008. [10] Balasubramanian et al. [11] developed a DTN-like caching web service that is similar in many respects to ours described below.
The Motopost DTN trial [12] implemented a DTN style email service.
An experiment was carried out using the UK Disaster Monitoring Satellite (DMC) constellation [13] in which the BP was used to return large, potentially fragmented, images from a spacecraft over more than one pass. This really only resembles our study here in that it constitutes a real use of the BP.
[[Others to be added.]]
III. BACKGROUND TO THE TRIAL
The area for the trial (shown in Figure 1 ) is part of the Padjelanta national park and therefore has almost no road, power or networking infrastructure. As a national park, there are many restrictions on development of such infrastructure.
As there are no roads, the area concerned is serviced by a small number of helicopter companies, who have daily flights (around lunchtime) between Ritsem and Staloluotka. The flight duration is about 20 minutes. The helicopter companies also charter their aircraft on a daily basis, and may also make detours to pick up, or drop off, people and goods, mainly on behalf of the Sami population. (The rules of the national park constrain the locations where the helicopters are allowed land, except when they are carrying some of the local population.) The helicopters thus provide a roughly scheduled service. One of the helicopter companies (Fiskflyg 5 ) co-operated with our trial, allowing the installation of "data mules" on two of their helicopters (from a total of 6). When there were some issues with those (described below), the pilots also manually carried netbook computers between Staloluotka and Ritsem for us. Local co-operation like this was critical to the success of the trial as will be seen below.
In the winter, this area is essentially deserted. In the summer, there are two different types of user with which we are concerned, the first being the local population of Sami reindeer herders who have summer camps (or villages) that they use in this area for, roughly, June and July of each year. The second are tourists (hikers) who mainly use paths that are maintained by the local tourist agency and who stay in tourist cabins along the paths. (The Sami summer camps and the tourist cabins are generally not co-located, nor are the Sami camps directly on the tourist trails.) The N4C project aims to provide these user communities with some level of network access, even whilst within the national park.
For the Sami population, the aimed-for benefit is to allow them to spend more time in the summer camps -at present, they have to return, via helicopter, for even the most trivial communications. (Though apparently, they sometimes hand their mobile phones to the helicopter pilots with an alreadywritten text message ready for sending once the helicopter reaches an area with mobile coverage.) For these people, any form of communication, however limited, has the potential 5 http://www.fiskflyg.se/ to save significant time and cost and could therefore really enhance their ability to stay in the mountains and continue their chosen lifestyle, which is their main goal for the summer.
For the tourists, and the cabin-keepers, (employed by the tourist agency), the benefits of the applications are less clear. However, since the helicopter flights generally are to and from the tourist cabins, these are good locations in which to locate the temporary infrastructure described below. In fact, we also found a good bit of interest amongst tourists in the cabinsperhaps this reflects a desire for communications even whilst hiking in the wilderness, or perhaps it merely reflects boredom -we hope to find out in 2010.
For the 2009 trial however, we took advantage of another type of user: the participants in the ExtremeCom workshop, who took part in an 50km hike setting our from Ritsem and arriving three days later in Saltoluotka. These users are IT and DTN-literate and were a useful group to test our initial deployment of the hardware and software described here.
However, it is worth noting that the system described below is really designed for the first two types of user, and our goal in 2010 will be to provide email and web services for the Sami population and, to the extent to which they wish to use the system, the hikers.
The N4C project benefits from the direct participation of some of the local Sami people. Such local co-operation is essential. We cannot overemphasise the importance of thiswithout the assistance and goodwill of local people, there is no possibility of a successful trial. Experimenters wishing to carry out trials in locations such as this really must ensure that they first establish, and then maintain, such contacts.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
[[There's a lot of mixes tenses here. Don't use the present tense.]]
The overall system was designed to allow end-users to use familiar applications and interfaces and to hide the DTN. Enduser did not have to install any special software and were able to use a standard laptop with wireless access, or indeed any device that can support IEEE 802.11 such as a various types of mobile phones, or PDAs. The logic behind these requirements being that the user populations concerned should only need the most basic conception of DTN, essentially being able to view it as sending their email via helicopter with no DTN specific information being required to use the service.
The overall system is shown in Figure 2 and consisted of units in Ritsem, which had basic Internet connectivity via a 2G GSM modem, a unit which we can a village DTN router in Staloluotka and data mules carried by the helicopters. In addition, users used their own (or the experimenter's) laptop or other wireless device. In addition to laptops, both Nokia 800 PDAs and iPhones were used during the trial.
The village router essentially acts as a traditional WiFi hotspot, but instead of connecting directly to the Internet uses the BP to send and receive bundles encapsulating application traffic.
The unit in Ritsem was connected back to servers that decapsulated and processed the relevant application traffic as 
A. Hardware
In this section we describe the hardware used, with an emphasis on the reasons for our design choices.
The primary requirements we had were robustness and use of off-the-shelf components -the hardware chosen had to be able to withstand field use, and given that one of our goals is that others should be able to eventually construct their own similar devices, basic engineering skills and a minimal toolkit should suffice to build the device.
The full bill of materials and detailed wiring and layout instructions for making such a node are available from our web site. 6 1) Village DTN Router: The Village DTN Router consists of a single board computer, a wifi access point, batteries for main power and solar panels for charging. Everything except the solar panels is mounted in a single weather proof enclosure. Figure 3 shows a router operating in Staloluotka during the trial -all of the the electronics are in the box at the base of the stand.
The single board computer chosen was the Proteus 7 from Eurotech. This is an Intel Atom Z530 8 based board which in a single package has 2GB flash, SDIO slot, 2 x PCIe slots, GPS, SIM-card reader, serial ports and USB ports. The Proteus board offers DHCP addresses to the client, and provides a web cache, SMTP and imap servers.
[[replace those h/w references with URLs as footnotes?]]
The Wifi Access Point is a Mikrotik RB411 9 single-port router board with an Engenius EMP-8603 10 miniPCI wireless card. One of the benefits of these boards is they all have on-board voltage regulators which is important in systems 6 Add URL for BoM etc. 7 http://www.eurotech-ltd.co.uk/en/products.aspx?pg=PROTEUS&pid=10120 8 http://ark.intel.com/Product.aspx?id=35463 9 http://www.routerboard.com/pricelist.php?showProduct=38 10 http://www.engeniustech.com/datacom/products/details.aspx?id=250 powered by lead-acid or gel batteries. These batteries do not give a constant voltage, but range from approx 13v when fully charged to approx 10v when depleted. The onboard voltage regulators meant we could connect all these devices, including the Engenius wireless card, directly to the input power, without having to install a separate voltage regulator. The small formfactor of these boards was also a factor in choosing them. Figure 4 shows the internals of the Village router. [[need to annotate that picture -done]]
[[the next para is really OS/Software -should that be a separate section??]] Our initial design was for all clients (including the data mule) to operate in infrastructure mode, but we had to install a second antenna and a PCIe wireless card on the Proteus board. This was because operational considerations meant there could only be one data mule mounted on the helicopter and the LTU mule (a PC Engines Wrap running OpenWRT) was already in place. [[needs to be described somewhere]] For earlier tests, the wraps had been configured to use ad-hoc wireless mode rather than infrastructure. LTU had their own experiments running and we did not want to adversely affect them. We therefore built and configured our DTN stack on the Wrap and configured the Proteus use ad-hoc 2) Power: The power for the system is provided via 3 x 12v 7.5AH gel batteries. Using three batteries rather than one single battery allowed us to experiment with mounting and positioning options at the expense of having more connecting cables. Lead-acid chemistry batteries are better suited to solar charging, and gel-based VRLA batteries (valve-regulated lead acid) [?] means the batteries do not have to be kept upright, and the electrolyte is sealed in. This is important as it means the Village DTN Router can be transported safely and does not impose restrictions on its final mounting position.
The final item in the enclosure is the solar-charging regulator. Lead-acid batteries must be prevented from discharging completely as this reduces their lifespan and ability to hold charge. Conversely they must be prevented from overcharging as this will cause generation of excess hydrogen and deplete the electrolyte. While gel batteries reduce the latter considerably it is still good practice to prevent the battery overcharging.
A solar-charging regulator is designed to be connected to the solar panels, the battery and the load. It monitors the current flowing in and out and disconnects the load of the battery voltage drops too low, and disconnects the solar panels if the charging current goes too high.
[[add the power budget calculation somewhere here]] The power to charge the batteries is provided by 3 x 20w 12v "fastFIX Mono" solar panels.
One of the criterion for choosing 3 panels rather than a single panel is that the entire system (in fact two systems) had to be shipped from Dublin to Lulea in Northern Sweden. The equipment then had to be assembled and taken by car to the helicopter base at Ritsem, then flown by helicopter to Staloluokta. The system had to be man-portable, and "fold down" into a suitable form-factor. Therefore three smaller solar panels were easier to manage in the helicopter than a single larger panel. The panels also had to be weather-proof and durable.
The three panels were connected in parallel to give 60w of power and connected to the charge controller in the main system enclosure.
3) Enclosure: All of this equipment is inside a metal, IP66 compliant, enclosure with a toughened glass window. A metal enclosure was preferred over plastic due to previous experience of the project members, and the option of a toughened glass window meant the status of the on-board LEDS and simple LED voltage meter could be read without having to drill more holes in the enclosure, thereby compromising its weatherproof integrity.
The IP66 enclosure came with a plate in the bottom wall which was thinner than the main walls. This was to allow for holes to be drilled so that the user can get cables in and out of the box. The plate was also removable which facilitate drilling. Initially three holes were planned, one for the power cable from the solar array, one for the antenna cable, and one for an on/off switch.
When designing a device to operate in inclement weather, it is important to minimise the number of openings and apertures. Also each opening must be filled with an appropriate IP66 switch housing or cable. Therefore the on/off switch was IP66 compliant, a cable gland was used to secure the power cable, and the antenna connected was also IP66.
All apertures were further sealed with waterproof bituminous tape. 4) Mounting: One of the drivers of the N4C project is for commercialisation of the research. Therefore we designed a foldable aluminium stand, sturdy enough to hold the weight of three solar panels and the mounting brackets, and the system box, but light enough to be carried by one person, and fit in the passenger compartment of a helicopter.
The antenna for the wifi hotspot was mounted on the top of the aluminium stand over the solar panels. We chose a weatherproof, 12dbi high-gain, vertical polarisation, omni directional antenna and a n-type (???????) connector to a large diameter cable. Large diameter co-axial cables are less flexible but result in much less signal attenuation (something of the order of 0.5dbi per meter) (need to verify the terminology here)
The ad-hoc network used an EnGenius 7dbi vertical polarisation omni-directional antenna.
5) Data Mule: The data mule is the link between the Village DTN Router and Internet Gateway. In our experiment it traveled on a helicopter which flew between Staloluokta and Ritsem. Ideally the data mule should be permanently installed on the helicopter with no pilot intervention, but for our experiment, the data mule was simple carried by the pilots.
Before we arrived at Ritsem, there could only be one mule mounted on the helicopter and as already described the LTU team had a PC Engines Wrap in place. However, we experienced severe connectivity issues between our Internet Gateway and the Wrap, which seemed to be down to different manufacturers implementation of ad-hoc wireless mode. Therefore we asked the pilots to simply carry our data mule and they agreed.
Our data mule was an Asus eeePC 901 with an Atom N270 processor, 20gb SSD and 1gb memory. When in the village, it connected to the Village DTN Router and exchanged bundles. It was then handed to the pilot of the helicopter who carried it back to Ritsem and simply plugged it into its mains charger in the pilots cabin. The data mule connected to the Internet gateway which was installed in the maintenance cabin next door and exchanged bundles. So there was no need for any human interaction. On their next trip to Staloluokta, the pilot simply unplugged the data mule and brought it with him.
6) The Internet Gateway: The Internet Gateway was composed two devices -a tablet PC with a 2G/3G USB dongle to provide Internet connectivity and DHCP address service, and a 2nd eeePC 901 which acted as a DTN2 relay. A VPN was installed in the eeePC using OpenVPN which connected to the projects main support machine "basil" at TCD in Dublin. This machine then routed email and executed web requests. A VPN was necessary as we were using static routing in DTN2 and routes need fixed IP addresses. The VPN eliminated any issues with the addresses on the Internet connectivity PC.
B. Software
The base operating system where possible for all systems in the tests was the Ubuntu Linux LPIA version 2.6.24-16-lpia and DTN2 version 2.6.0 (changeset 3450).
1) Village DTN Router: The Village DTN Router provided a wireless hotspot service to the end-users. The wireless access was provided by the Mikrotik/Engenius board running RouterOS Level 4. The Proteus SBC provided DHCP services, a DNS server, NTP server, Apache Web-server (with mod auth forms, PHP5) and Squid proxy server, MySQL server, Dovecot IMAP server, Postfix SMTP server and had wget and squidclient.
2) Data Mule: The Data Mule provided no end-user services and therefore simply ran the DTN2 stack.
3) Internet Gateway: The Internet Gateway provided no end-user services and therefore ran the DTN2 stack and OpenVPN to connect to the support system "basil" at TCD. 4) Naming and Addressing: a) DTN Node Types: As we have seen, DTN nodes were defined as gateways, relays (a type of gateway), routers or data mules. A gateway was the only type capable of a direct uplink to the Internet. A router provided services in a village and transformed application data units (ADUs) into bundles. A data mule transported these bundles between router and gateway.
b) Addressing: The gateway, router and mules deployed in the field were multi-homed. Each had an Ad-hoc interface and a managed mode interface. It was decided that IP would be used for addressing. Two separate IPv4 private network address spaces were assigned to DTN nodes. Although there was no real need to assign two subnets for our application, two existed as the data mules were already assigned static IP addresses in the 192.168.2.0/24 address space from previous experiments, and could not be changed. The 10.0.0.0/16 address space was assigned to managed mode interfaces and 192.168.2.0/24 address space was assigned to ad-hoc mode interfaces. A range from the 10.0.0.0/16 address space was assigned for the DHCP servers on each 'dtnrouter' located in each village, to provide IP addresses to users. c) Naming: A domain for the tests was defined as 'village.n4c.eu'. The set of interfaces was known for all nodes, and the last two octets of each assigned IP address (A.B.C.D), delimited by '-' was the UID for each interface on each node in the domain. Gateway, router and mule were assigned a type 'dtngateway', 'dtnrouter', and 'dtnmule' in our naming scheme. The interfaces of nodes of the 'village.n4c.eu' domain were assigned identifiers IFID (See Figure 5 ). For a DTN node of a domain other than 'village.n4c.eu', the assigned identifier IFID, was its hostname. For example, the managed mode interface of a router in a village could be uniquely identified by its domain interface identifier 'dtnrouter-10-100.village.n4c.eu' and its Ad-hoc mode interface could be uniquely identified by 'dtnrouter-2-200.village.n4c.eu'. Routers and gateways had a BIND server configured with A, PTR, CNAME, TXT and MX records for the set of all DTN nodes.
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d) Endpoint Identifiers of Convergence Layer Adapters: The Scheme Specific Part (SSP) of the Endpoint Identifiers (EIDs) that identified each Convergence Layer Adapter (CLA) was derived by prepending '//' and appending '.dtn' to the domain interface identifier. The scheme was 'dtn:'. The EID of a CLA CLAID of all nodes taking part in the test was defined (See Figure 7) . dtn : ==DI I :dtn Fig. 7 . EID of a CLA (CLAID e) N4C Application EID Registrations: The DTN web and email applications were defined to have EID registrations that was a concatination of a EID of a CLA CLAID , a delimiter '/' and a unique service descriptor. 'HTMLgateway' and 'HTMLrouter' were the unique descriptors for web applications. 'mailtogw' and 'mailsyncin' were defined as descriptors for email applications. The EID of a service or application was defined (See Figure 8 and 9 ). The projects main support DTN node basil, located at TCD in Dublin, had a CLAID that was dtn://basil.dsg.cs.tcd.ie.dtn. Bundles from the villages, with payloads that were email or web requests were received by basil, which then routed email and executed web requests. The N4C middleware dtnN4Crecv provided a web gateway service with service descriptor 'HTMLgateway'. Web middleware had two registrations, one for gateways (See Figure 10) , in the case of our test only and one for routers (See Figure 11 ). The dtnN4Crecv middleware provided two email gateway services, with descriptor 'mailsyncin' and 'mailtogw'. Email middleware had two registrations (See Figure 12 and Figure 13 ). Figure 14 ).
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A bundle transmitted by a router node to another router node and vice versa, always traversed a mule node. Two routers (one in each village), two gateways and four mules were deployed. The gateway in ritsem relayed bundles to the gateway basil in Dublin and vice versa. However, it was not known how many mules would be active at one time.
The results show that the region topology affects the performance of the route design significantly. Therefore, in practical routes design for multiple ferries, with given performance requirements, an appropriate region topology should be chosen before considering the details of ferry routes.
The routing scheme selected for deployment had to be capable of catering for asymmetric and multiple paths. The topology was known, as was the end to end paths of applications and therefore no dynamic routing protocols and algorithms were not required. Static routing was deemed capable of fufilling all of the routing requirements and was selected for our application of DTN. An example of the path a bundle took when transmitted form a router to gateway (basil) via two mules is provided. a) Opportunistic Contacts: Contact was made periodically between a mule and a gateway or router. The contact period was long enough to transmit and receive all required bundles using TCP or UDP as the convergence layer. The contacts were of an opportunistic type and therefore the CLAs CLAID/mailtogw had to be capable of making links on demand. The CLAs were configured to attempt to establish a link no less than once a second and no more than once every ten seconds. b) Roughly Synchronised Clocks: The bundles had to have an adequate lifetime and a requirement that DTN nodes maintained rough synchronisation so that bundles did not expire in transit was assumed. NTP was configured on all nodes. Users requested time from routers if required. A router had an NTP server and provided time to users if requested. Routers requested time from mules which requested time from gateways. Gateways, kept accurate time even if turned of due to their CMOS backed RTCs. c) Custody Transfer: It was required that each node accept custody for each bundle it received and requested Custody for each bundle it transmitted. All DTN nodes in the test were capable of using TCP and UDP. In earlier trials using UDP/IP the request of custody transfer receipts had resulted in the node believing the bundle had been transmitted successfully without receiving a custody receipt. This effectively meant that if we were to use UDP we would have to repair this issue. There was no good reason not to use TCP in the deployment and this coupled with a limited time frame dor deployment, we selected to use static routes with on-demand tcp links. d) Static Routes: Each node was configured to make ondemand links in a timely manner using TCP CLAs. Each node was configured with static routes to the EIDs of all the available applications and the CLAs of every other node in the topology (Please see Figure 15 ). A bundle generated by a router with a destination EID of a gateway would have a next hop that was an EID of a CLA of a mule. Static routes were configured on:
Each router for every EID not contained on that router via the EID of each CLA of each mule in the topology. The gateway in Ritsem for every EID registered on a router via EID of each CLA of each mule in the topology and directly to the EID of the CLAs of basil for EIDs that did not contain 'village.n4c.eu'. The gateway in Dublin for every EID that contained 'village.n4c.eu' via the EID of each CLA of the Ritsem gateway. Each mule to every EID of each CLA of each router and gateway in the topology. 
6) N4C
Middleware:
The applications 'dtnN4Cmiddleware' and dtnN4Crecv were developed for the field test. The dtnN4Crecv application was used for both N4C web and email applications. a) dtnN4Cmiddleware:
The middleware dtnN4Cmiddleware was designed to receive an HTML Request ADU, consisting of a 32 VARCHAR array, on a local TCP socket, generate a bundle with a payload that was the received ADU, with a destination EID of the application that would process the request. The bundle was transmitted with a source EID of the router which made the request (See Figure 11 ) and a destination EID (See Figure 10) . b) dtnN4Crecv on Gateways: On gateway nodes, in this case basil, dtnN4Crecv was used to receive HTML requests that were the payload ADUs of Bundles, parse a "Transaction ID" and 'URL request' from the ADU. In this context,dtnN4Crecv received the ADU on its HTMLgateway registration (See Figure 10 ). On reception of the ADU dtnN4Crecv obtained a predetermined set of the requested data using a web crawler, generated a new bundle in which that data was the payload and transmitted that bundle the destination EID that was the source EID of the bundle that contained the request it had received. The Destination EID was a unique EID of the application registration on a requesting router as defined previously. The actual payload of the bundle was the compressed file containing part or all of a site, as per heuristics with a filename of the 'Transaction ID' that it parsed from the payload of the bundle it received. c) dtnN4Crecv on Routers: On router nodes dtnN4Crecv was used to receive ADUs on its HTMLrouter registration (See Figure 11 ). On reception of an ADU, dtnN4Crecv uncompressed the payload and created a directory, with a name that was the 'transaction ID' indicated by the payload, in a specific directory. Access to the newly created directory was restricted by the web application.
In the context of email application dtnN4Crecv was used to receive an email, parse the status report and output the original bundle creation timestamp and sequence number and simply output it as 'creation.seq'. When used in the context of email applications, dtnN4Crecv used the two email registrations (See Figure 13 and 12) . 7) Email Service: An email service was configured to allow a user in the village send a receive email to the internet. This was achieved by configuring Postfix as an MTA on the village router which then took any email destined for outside the village (address !=village.n4c.eu) and transmitted in a bundle to the bastion system basil). Upon reaching basil, the email Each bundle contained just one email, so the village router kept a record of which bundle ID carried which message ID. Each mail/bundle sent request an acknowledgement from the bastion. When this acknowledgement was received, the email was removed from the village router. After 5 days, if an ack was not received a "potential non-delivery notification" was sent to the originator.
Any local email (address = village.n4c.eu) was simply delivered by Postfix to the local Dovecot IMAP server.
Incoming email from the internet was received by Postfix and delivered to the Dovecot IMAP server on basil. The Dovecot IMAP server on both basil and the village router were configured to be identical. A synchronising job was scheduled daily which packaged up all new emails in the Message Store on basil into a tar file and transmitted this file in a bundle to the village router. When this bundle was received a corresponding sync process on the village router inserted these new emails into the local Message Store and so the emails are finally delivered.
In order to ensure any emails sent locally on the village router are available on basil, a similar sync process happens in the opposite direction.
The synchronisation process worked in delivering new emails, but it did not track the status of emails, so it was possible an email that was read on the village might be flagged as "new" and vice-versa. This will be fixed in the next iteration.
Emails created on an IMAP message store include the name of the node creating the message, so it was easy to identify only those messages created on "this" message store for synchronising with "that" imap store. Inserting the messages into the user directories caused Dovecot to automatically update its IMAP databases so no manipulation was required.
C. Web Request Manager
A HTTP request service was configured to allow users, in one of the two villages to submit a request for an URL and track that request. The service was designed to allow the user to receive those parts of requested HTTP web sites which were 1) The Web Client: On activation, a 802.11 equiped device would associate with the AP of the router and be redirected to a DHCP server on that router from which it would obtain a TCP/IP stack, which included appropriate NTP and DNS server domain names. NTP, DNS, DHCP and AP functions were provided by the DTN router and any request to TCP port 80 or 443 was intercepted and redirected to a portal. The implementation was designed to use browsers in general use.
2) The User Identification Token: On browser startup a web client was redirected to a portal (please see figure ? ?) which used PHP to query whether the browser permitted cookies to be set and then redirected to restricted page/directory. If Fig. 19 . Portal with retrieved requests the browser did not permit cookies to be set, a default token indicative that the user was anonymous, was asigned and the request redirected to another restricted page/directory. If the browser permitted cookies to be set and a cookie 'uid' was not set, a cookie 'uid' was set, and added to a MySQL database table otherwise the integrity of the 'uid' value was and if so used as the identification token. In this context the 'uid' cookie represented the equivalent of a 'User ID' token.
3) mod auth form: The mod auth form module was used to send back a Page Has Moved error, and a PHP script used POST to submit the 'uid' value as a login form 'User ID' and password. a) Sessions: Through server-side scripting, a session, was then created in the 'sessions' table of a MySQL database 'members' and on the client (i.e. as a cookie 'SID1'). The PHP application tracked HTTP requests through a dedicated 11 http://comp.uark.edu/ ajarthu/mod auth form database 'members' which had a creds', groups, request tbl, sessions, tracking and uid gid tables.
The session itself consisted of a unique, random, and long term ID (SID1) that is associated with a 'User ID' (UID) and a unique, random, and a short term term ID (SID2) that is associated with a 'Session ID' (SID1). The client then makes the same request along with the 'Session ID' (SID1) and the 'User ID' (UID). The module compares and validates the two IDs against the IDs stored in the MySQL database. If successful, the module sends back the requested page; otherwise, the module once again sends back the Page Has Moved error page. The content was accessed by submitting a query string. The module was used to validate the user's group membership and act accordingly to assign user as public or private. b) 'User ID's: Our approach was designed so that use of assigned 'User ID's and passwords were not required. In this scheme a user was identified by a 32 character ID cookie. If the user did not allow cookies to be set, the user was restricted to making public requests and a special reserved cookie that indicated the user was anonymous was allocated for the session. Any user could see requests made and content received for public flaged requests or requests made by anonymous users. HTTP requests requests flagged private implied the user had allowed a userid cookie to be set on her browser. 4) Web Application Components: This application consisted of 4 parts. Figure 20 depicts the data flow in nine steps. 
V. RESULTS
All DTN2 daemons used by the aforementioned applications were executed to record logs in info mode. This resulted in several dtnd.log files, one for each hop in the testbed. While these logs are not as verbose as those produced using debug mode they do still contain a lot of information that is unnecessary. A customised DTN2 logging mode is envisioned for the next stage of testing to deal with this. Other logs used in the collection of data for inclusion in the results are the mail logs from the imap server ??? and the access/error logs from the apache installation.
The format of the dtnd.log's produced by info mode is as described briefly in the following section.
A. DTN2 log structure
The start of the log file contains relevant information pertaining to the initial execution of the DTN2 daemon. This includes database initialisation, link creation and route configuration. Throughout the logs produced during the tests ?? it can be seen that there are numerous instances of these initialisation entries which can be explained by node reboots and/or daemon restarts during the experiment. The relevant log entries that were of interest to this experiment are those containing:
BUNDLE TRANSMITTED/RECEIVED DTN SEND contact up/down custody accept/release Each entry in the log file is prefixed with a unix timestamp that is in UTC.
B. Log file parsing
Perl and bash scripts were written to parse the relevant data from the logs. This process was helped by the fact that the eid's 12 used were named mailsync[to/from]village, mailtogw, HTMLrouter, HTMLgateway thus making differentiating between bundles a straight forward task. The parsing of the log files at the endpoints required a bash script that used various renditions of the UNIX commands grep, awk and sed to seek out the instances of DTN SEND and BUNDLE RECEIVED in the dtnd.log. An example of which can be seen in Figure 21 [[probably not needed]] with the equivalent parsed output which takes the form Timestamp ID Size Source Destination. The same technique could not be used for the intermediary nodes as the log files do not contain the eid of the source or destination node but only the link the bundle is to be forwarded through. For these nodes the RECEIVED and TRANSMITTED entries where seperately parsed and matched using their bundle ID. Since bundle ID's are not unique this process cannot be used with 100% reliablility. Payload size was used as a guide to verify the matching was correct.
Bundle duplication is an issue that became apparent in the mining of the dtnd logs. Dupilcates were received on all nodes but subsequently recognised and deleted by the receiving daemon. It is understood that these duplicates arose from reboots of intermediary nodes which in turn caused a resending of all bundles residing in that nodes data store. Through analysis of the individual log files it was clear that not all duplicate files were apropriately identified as such at the destination node. It is believed that this can be explained by a reinitialisation of the receiving daemons database which in turn wiped knowledge of all previously received bundles. Once all the data had been mined from the logs it was sorted by eid and time and placed into Excel sheets for analysis and statistics(TODO: I'd prefer this be presented as a mysql db with a simple php front end. What do you all think? Maybe excel sheets are fine.) . A perl script was written to extract the relevant entries from the mail.log. This was done to verify that all mail dealt with by the dtndrop application were indeed sent as bundles. These logs also helped the team debug issues such as mail recepients receiving multiple copies of the same mail.
Here are the results of the experiment blah blah...
C. Graphs
TODO: We'll need to settle on what we want to see here. Thoughts???
All mails that were sent via the dtndrop application made it successfully to the gateway. Figure 23 shows the mail transit times for each mail leaving the router. The calculation of these transit times is taken from the timestamps parsed from the dtnd log files on both the router and basil. A total of 71 individual mails were sent and received.
TODO: A 
